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“Our traditional approach is either we’re at peace or in conflict, and I think that’s insufficient to deal
with the actors that actually seek to advance their interest while avoiding our strengths…as an aside, I
don’t find the current phasing construct for operational plans particularly useful right now…. if you think
about it, we bin authorities and capabilities according to where we think we are in a phase…and our
adversaries, potential adversaries, or our competitors they don’t actually... don’t find themselves limited
by that construct... same framework….
GEN Joseph F. Dunford
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
“Meeting Today's Global Security Challenges”
Center for Strategic and International Studies
29 March 2016

Introduction
We traditionally see ourselves at either peace or war, with war being an
undesirable exception. In reaction to the exceptions, we are pre-disposed to
rapidly respond, seek a conclusive end, and return to normalcy. Although this
description is certainly preferable to most, it is not our historical experience.
At times, military establishments exhibit an incomplete understanding of the
conflicts that are just over the horizon as well as the wars they can neither win
nor leave. Furthermore, military establishments repeatedly find that war’s
aftermath comes with its own set of unique and lasting consequences for both
the victor and vanquished as clear conclusion and finality are elusive. (As per
Thucydides and Clausewitz) 1,2 Still, we have created and maintained a
framework to our liking. Going a step further, we have institutionalized an
aspirational view of conflict as a function of how we would like it to unfold, but
not one reflecting reality.
Within some defense circles, this has led to a narrow conception and
flawed philosophy, models, and processes of campaigning and an inelastic
interpretation of operational art. These tools and interpretations; designed with
the idea of “winning quickly,” have created gaps in our intellectual framework
for creating effective uses of force. Therefore, preventing the clear thinking
needed to organize around and against the abstract problems that appear in
clear view. As such, foreign powers are avoiding our strengths and employing
measures to achieve their political objectives in ways not easily countered by
the armed forces’ current concepts and doctrines as well as other instruments
of national power.3 (Grygiel and Mitchell). In fact, joint doctrine is relatively
void in its description and intellectual framework for describing campaigning in
these circumstances. In contrast, the emerging ideas of integrated campaigning
seek a more relevant and broader interpretation of operational practice, clear

articulation of principles to successfully campaign across the continuum of
conflict and competition, and logic to translate that success into sustainable
outcomes. Effective adaptation begins with recognizing that current constructs
may match the ideal, but not a pragmatic assessment of what may be required
in the future. Integrated campaigning provides an expanded intellectual
framework for campaigning. The overall effort and emerging construct aligns
with the known patterns of international politics; therefore, enabling a more
informed logic and effective application of the joint force in the contemporary
and anticipated operating environment.
Use of Force - Without War
Specific to the space between peace and war, the United States has a rich
history of confronting antagonists and cooperating with and reinforcing allies
and partners in conditions beyond armed conflict. In 1978, Barry Blechman
and Stephen Kaplan published the results of landmark study titled, Force
without War: U. S. Armed Forces as a Political Instrument. Their study
chronicled and analyzed over 200 cases occurring since World War II where the
US employed forces to reinforce or modify foreign actors’ behaviors. Their
criteria for success was whether or not the targeted actor(s) behaved in the
manner desired by the policy’s aim. Blechman and Kaplan analyzed the rate of
realization of antagonists’ and protagonists’ behavior sought by the U.S. in
instances where force was employed as an aspect of the policy shift, both in the
short term (6 months) and longer term (3 years).4 Table I is a summary of
analysis of 33 substantive case studies. Although published in 1978, the
study’s context and analysis may be worth consideration as military
institutions adapt to the contemporary environment unfolding across Asia and
Europe. Regarding the military dimension’s role in countering these malign
alternative approaches, Blechman and Kaplan’s effort may offer insights as to
optimal and most effective applications of force.
In Force without War, Blechman and Kaplan examine three general
categories of the US’ use of force short of armed conflict. The first regards
countering an antagonist’s use or threatened use of force against another
protagonist or neutral actor. The second regards an actor’s support to an
antagonistic third party, while the third centers on enabling support to
state/regime to exercise authority over its sovereign territory. In terms of the
approach of the US commitment of force regarding an incident, the authors
describe two primary modes. First, the US force was seeking to reinforce
existing behavior; to deter the antagonist from behaving in a manner
detrimental to US interests; and to assure potential protagonists so that they
will continue or abstain from a behavior relative to US interests. The second is
to modify or change a behavior; to compel antagonists (short of armed conflict)
to either act in a manner aligned with the US or to stop behavior running

counter to US interests.; and to induce a potential protagonist to initiate
beneficial or cease harmful actions.5 Additionally, Force without War analyzes
the US military experience and success rate in both direct and indirect
involvement. The authors also highlight circumstances of using force to alter
behaviors in both interstate and intrastate conflicts. Finally, Blechman and
Kaplan examine excursions in how the Soviet Union’s involvement in many of
the cases alters the US attainment of positive outcomes.6
The Context and Findings of Force without War
The authors’ research points out that effective uses of force outside of
armed conflict are circumstantial, difficult, and complex. Although, “in the
short term, a large proportion (73%) of the outcomes related to US objectives in
the thirty-three incidents were favorable.”7 Of the three principal categories of
objectives, positive outcomes were most frequent when armed forces were
aimed at objectives related to regime/state authority, less frequent when they
were aimed at the use of force by another actor, and least frequent when they
were aimed at an actor supporting a third party.” 8
Table I – Percentage of Positive Outcomes by OBJ, Mode, and Style of Use of Force

“Over the longer term, the frequency of favorable outcomes declined
substantially with regard to all three of these major categories.” 9 Specific to
the longer term, the US found difficulty in modifying behaviors associated
with containing and ending uses of force, curtailing support to a third party,
influencing protagonists to initiate support to a third party, and saw little
success using an indirect application of force. “Favorable outcomes occurred
far more frequently when the objective was to reinforce behavior (assure and
deter) than when it was to modify behavior (compel and induce), both in the
short and long term.”10 “Even when greater levels of force were used, positive
outcomes occurred more often when the objective was to compel an adversary
than when the objective was to induce a friend.”11 (See Figure 1) However, in
some cases positive outcomes in the short term were often associated with
the engagement of forces exercising clearly visible manifest activities – even
when the concern focused the difficult mode of modifying behavior. As time
passed along with the incidents criticality, the frequency of positive outcomes
declined dramatically.12 Finally, the US’ experience in this space highlights
that within the universe of international relations, aspects of finality and
clear conclusions are elusive, contrary to current doctrine. Moreover, Force
without War finds that consolidating and building upon any success is
essential, if not the success can have a short half-life. (See Figure 2)

“In the short term, positive outcomes occurred more frequently when US
armed forces previously had been used in the region. Favorable outcomes
occurred much less often in regions where US force had been used
infrequently.” 13 The authors speculate that a “demonstrated willingness to
engage in major conflict in a region before an incident heightened the regions’
actors’ sensitivity to US signals of resolve...” “So, a demonstrated willingness
to act may be especially effective. Conversely, in regions where the US armed

forces were used infrequently in the past years, actors may have been more
prone not to take a US threat seriously.”14
“Positive outcomes did occur proportionally more frequently in the short
term when a treaty existed, or a senior US officials led with a narrative easily
interpreted as a commitment or supportive of a desired outcome relative to the
unfolding incident. Lessor numbers of outcomes are associated with narratives
that trailed the commitment of force or communicated by more junior US
leadership.”15
In the short term, outcomes were more frequent when US force numbers
fluctuated in the time period before the incident, as compared to a static or
non-existent presence.16

One critical factor is the situation or context that the armed forces faced.
“Outcomes were more favorable when the US used forces to support existing
governments, the outcomes were more favorable when those governments had
to deal with principally internal rather than external antagonists.” 17 “In
interstate incidents in which the US was involved directly, the operational
objective was more often to modify than to reinforce behavior; again, the more
difficult mode. Less frequent were positive outcomes when the US was involved
indirectly.”18 Table II relates to the structure of the situation.

One finding recognizes that the USSR was a capable competitor
throughout the period associated with the study. When the USSR employed or
communicated the willingness to use force, the US experienced a dramatic
decrease in the percentage of positive outcomes relative to when Moscow wasn’t
involved.
In many cases, the Soviet Union may have not been the central
antagonist, but still influenced the situation and affected the US’ percentage of
positive outcomes. For ease of analysis, the authors divided “the sample
incidents into the following groups: 1) incidents in which both the Soviet Union
and American allies were participants and the Soviet Union also was a
participant; 2) incidents in which both American and Soviet Allies participated
but the Soviet Union did not; 3) incidents in which an American ally
participated but neither the Soviet Union or ally did not.”19

In the context of Soviet Union involvement, “outcomes were positive in all
instances in the short term, and very frequently in the longer term, when policy
makers were able to deal with US allies without the presence (even the strictly
a political sense) of the Soviet Union or Soviet allies. Secondly, outcomes were
much less frequently positive when an American ally faced a Soviet ally,
irrespective of whether or not the Soviet Union participated. Finally, outcomes
were positive least frequently when an American ally faced a Soviet ally which
had the support of the Soviet Union, and when Moscow used or threatened to
use its armed forces.”20
Implications for Adaptation, Doctrine, and Education
More than simply recognizing needed change, the ideas of integrated
campaigning seek to account for the many aspects of the future security

environment that are likely to be different from what models have suggested
over the past several decades. As the character of warfare is always changing,
competitors and potential adversaries are studying how we currently define and
organize for armed conflict and adapting to exploit our vulnerabilities.
Furthermore, the antagonists’ adaptive measures are unfolding across multiple
regions and contested spaces. To effectively counter these alternative
approaches, armed forces should conceptualize, develop, and adopt expanded
models and principles for campaigning. As Blechman and Kaplan point out,
effective applications of armed force in these conditions are much different than
what the current phasing construct implies for armed conflict. Figure 2
highlights and characterizes the patterns and factors of successful and
unsuccessful applications of force as an element of a broader policy that
unfolded in circumstance short of armed conflict.

Figure 2 - Patterns and Factors of US’ Successful and Unsuccessful Uses of Force-w/out-War

The harvest from Force without War is the US has a history of
successfully and unsuccessfully blending informational and diplomatic power
with combinations of latent, indirect, direct, and unconventional uses of
military force - without war. In either case, the volume’s findings offers much to
consider. Legacy doctrinal models focus on the notion of decisive operations

and “dominating activities” orienting on military victory. On the other hand,
America’s actual military actions and successful experiences can be better
characterized as adapting as opposed to dominating. However, these models
describe an ideal of how we wish conflicts and campaigns would unfold, but
don’t reflect the preponderance of America’s known experiences in what
success requires. 21, 22, 23 (Echevarria, Dubik) However, history offers many
examples of adversarial approaches and uses of force that avoid or are even
immune to the ideas of rapid, decisive operations and notions of winning
quickly. These circumstances are not alien to the Armed Forces of the United
States. However, we have a mixed record of success regarding achieving initial
success and consolidating gains and sustaining positive outcomes over longer
terms. Nonetheless, current doctrine doesn’t account for the broad macrocosm
of actions and activities described by Blechman and Kaplan. This is clearly a
gap in our intellectual framework. The force may well face these alternative and
nuanced styles of using force again in the future.
Civilian leaders have always leveraged the military’s control over waters,
territory, air space, and people in conditions less than armed conflict to
maintain and advance national interests within enduring competitions where
actors continually probe and seek to modify norms. Military forces have
accomplished these policy intentions through regional repositioning,
unambiguous maneuver, and by conducting overt actions oriented on the
contested issues at hand. The impact of the use of force in these circumstances
reinforces and empowers current narratives, expands and leverages existing
treaties and partnerships, and provides credibility and teeth to other elements
of national and allied power. Successful campaigning short of armed conflict is
a function of blending and methodically applying informational, diplomatic,
intelligence, and military measures to limit, counter, or even de-construct
adversarial approaches and pursuits. In almost every case, the military
provides the backbone and connective tissue to effectively bring to bear other
elements of power. Additionally, civilian leaders have depended upon the force
in the wake of military victory to determine and enforce a new and preferred
international homeostasis. When militaries don’t effectively provide this
political leverage, abstract but real and powerful forces previously unforeseen,
dormant, or sidelined emerge and bring to bear new and expanded political
stakes and circumstances.24, 25 (Rose, Smith, R.) In these cases, there is no
readily apparent finality or conclusion for the military dimension as described
by artificial terms such as a military end state; however, the military’s
continuing contribution is historically essential. Ultimately, campaigning is
decisive only in the aggregate and realized when the result is the meaningful
change sought by the policy’s aims. Any accomplishment or articulation of
success other than that, falls short of expectations.

Integrated campaigning seeks to evolve how the force understands the
operational environment and how it will contribute to achieving national
security objectives. It builds on the lessons of the past and offers what some
may regard as a paradigm shift in the way the community traditionally
considers how to think about employing military power. Alternatively,
integrated campaigning recognizes the enduring nature of war and that it
remains a clash of irreconcilable wills, with each aiming to advance their
interests - with the most effective ways and means available. Integrated
campaigning reinforces that competition and conflict is inherently human,
political, and uncertain and state and non-state actors are subject to the right
influence and signals of commitment and resolve. As with Force without War
highlights, there are many cases peppered across several decades where the
effective use of the military dimension within a greater policy doesn’t require
armed conflict to attain political outcomes. As described previously, joint
doctrine does not recognize these are circumstances where the joint force must
coherently campaign to advance and protect US interests. In short, current
doctrine has gaps in its intellectual framework for campaigning.
With this context in mind, integrated campaigning aims to begin the
process of eliminating gaps and mitigating vulnerabilities brought on by the
institution’s aspirational view. It seeks to alter the way in which the force
views campaigning so that the military dimension strives to do more than
simply achieve military objectives. Synchronized with inter-organizational and
multinational partners, campaigning should ensure military actions and
activities orient on our vision and aims for the future. SK
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